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PROFESSIONAL PROFILE 
 
Research and Analysis 

• Experienced researcher in both academic and non-academic settings 
• Research project design, development and execution 
• Excellent data analysis skills, using technical software to produce non-technical 

interpretations 
 
Communications 

• Experienced at relationship building with contacts across wide range of professional, 
cultural and social backgrounds 

• Excellent written skills, including political briefings, analytical reports, and 
summaries of complex information for lay readership 

• Bilingual English/French and experienced speaker of other European languages 
• Website content management 

 
Political, Diplomatic and Non-Governmental Organisations 

• Professional working knowledge of European Commission, Organisation for Security 
and Co-operation in Europe, and international NGO 

• Extensive contacts across political and diplomatic community in Europe, Russia, US 
and Canada, and particularly in Caucasus region 

• Specialist research knowledge of Central and Eastern Europe, and the Caucasus  
• Practical knowledge of dynamics of NGO community, including fund-raising, issue 

awareness, and relationships with European Court of Human Rights 
 
Human Rights and Democracy 

• Specialist research knowledge of democratic process in Central and Eastern Europe 
and the Caucasus 

• Experience of human rights protection and promotion through international 
organisations and NGOs 

 
 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
Research Assistant, European Institute, London School of Economics 

• Researcher and interviewer on collaborative trans-European project 
on diplomatic working group dynamics 

 

Oct 2009- 
Feb 2010 

Intern, Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights, Warsaw 
• Placement in the election monitoring unit during Moldovan 

elections of July 2009, analysing data, briefing diplomatcs 
 

June 2009-
Sept 2009 

Conference Organiser and Research Assistant, Université libre de 
Bruxelles 

• Administration and research for international conference ‘Free to 
Fight: Migration and Militarisation among displaced communities 
in Europe’ 

 

May 2008- 
July 2008 
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LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Your name – no need to put ‘Curriculum Vitae’ here in the UK. If you want to put it, ensure your name is in a larger font than ‘Curriculum Vitae’. If you have your PhD already, you can put Dr in front of your name, if you like! Think about the context – if you are going for a job in a fast food restaurant, that may not be appropriate and may also be misleading (e.g. the reader may think you are medically trained!).

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Length – for a non-academic CV try to keep it to two pages. Sometimes one page will be specified in a job advert, but two pages is a reasonable length for someone in their mid-20s or older who has a range of work experience and education. Be concise, targeted and clear with the information you do include.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Photograph – a photo is not commonly used in the UK. Some employment cultures (the US, some European countries) require it, so research your market. If you are using a photo, put it in the top left or top right corner.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Layouts – we have used a series of invisible tables here to hold the information in place; it’s useful for keeping tabs, wraparound text, and bullet points in place, and for lining up dates in a neat column. Dates can go to the left or to the right, but avoid putting them in with the entries as it makes it less clear. Also, try not to split individual entries across a page break, so that the reader gets all the information about a given job or experience in one installment.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Formatting style – use simple formatting. You can use more fancy heading styles if you wish but remember that the more fussy it is the harder for the reader to see what you offer. Ensure section headings are really clear, and don’t use too much bold/ italic/underlining. Try to avoid using colour - if people are printing the document in black and white, then some of your text or headings may disappear. Always use reverse chronological order, the most recent item first.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Professional profile – this style of CV can work well if you have a few different experiences alongside your PhD. By using 'Skill' and 'Expertise' based headings (three 'Skills' to one 'Expertise' is a good balance, but  we have used two + two here) you can draw together the themes in your background and experience without having to put too much in the bullet points describing each job. It brings coherence to your profile, and can then be a good platform for writing a cover letter and matching what you offer to the themes of the job.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Relevant professional experience – as this person has a mixture of professional experience in the political, diplomatic and NGO world, and some academic teaching experience, we have split the experience into two sections, the first being grouped together due to its similarity (and relevance to the job the person is applying for), and the academic and other work experience later. Notice how much less content there is in these bullet points compared to the other non-academic CV example on this site. Don’t repeat content from the professional profile in these bullet points but do try to target skills from the job specification.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Presenting your achievements - a strong approach for both work experience and education is to put what you did or what you achieved before where you did it, e.g. Research Assistant, European Institute rather than European Institute, Research Assistant. That way, the reader will identify immediately what you have done that they can use.



Researcher for Giselle Lacroix, MEP 
• Assisted Mme. Lacroix with European Parliamentary business at 

her office in Brussels  
• Representation, liaison, research support for committee work 
 

Sept 2006- 
Sept 2007 

Office Manager, Kurdish Human Rights Project (maternity cover) 
• Administration and first point of contact for all enquiries, including 

international press, policymakers, refugees and researchers 
 

May 2005- 
Oct 2005 

Assistant (voluntary), Lebanon programme, Save the Children Fund 
• Researched and wrote a report summarising  responses to SCF 

work in the region, developed internal briefing material 
 

June 2004-
Sept 2004 

 
EDUCATION 
 
PhD in International Relations, London School of Economics 
Thesis title: ‘Diplomacy by Committee: The OSCE and the Kosovo Crisis’ 
Supervisor: Dr Ruth Figment 
Proposed Submission Date: June 2010 
 

2007-2010 

Postgraduate Certificate in Higher Education, London School of 
Economics 
 

2008-2010 
 

MSc International Relations (Distinction), University of Leeds 
Dissertation: ‘Faces Behind the Wire: Portrayals of Guantanamo in the 
British Press’ – Distinction 
Courses include: European Defence and Security Analysis; Contemporary 
International Security; Politics of Intelligence 
  

2005-2006 

BA International History and Politics (First Class), University of Leeds 
Courses include: European Security, The Politics of Inter-Arab Relations, 
Europe Uprooted: Refugee Crises and the Modern Nation-State 
Dissertation: Yemen and Terrorism since 9/11 
 

2002-2005 

 
ADDITIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE 
 
Graduate Teaching Assistant, European Institute, London School of 
Economics 

 

Oct 2009- 
Dec 2009 

Graduate Teaching Assistant, Department of International Relations, 
London School of Economics 

 

Oct 2008- 
Dec 2009 

Assistant, Council Tax Office, Leeds City Council 
 

June 2003-
Sept 2003 

 
LANGUAGES AND IT SKILLS 
 

• English and French (bilingual); Italian (good); German (good); Spanish (strong 
conversational); Kurdish (basic) 

• Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Outlook, Powerpoint); Linux applications;  
• SPSS, EndNote, FileMaker, Bristol Online Surveys;  
• Website design and management (HTML, CSS, FrontPage, MambelFish) 

 
 
REFEREES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Education – on a non-academic CV, this can go lower than your professional experience. Sometimes a PhD is specifically an asset, but often you will need to work hard in both the CV and covering letter to allay anxiety the recruiter may have that you are over-qualified. Think of the reader. Is it more important to them that you have a PhD or have relevant work experience?

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Presenting your thesis – even on a non-academic CV always include your thesis title, your supervisor and, if you are within a year of submitting, either the proposed date of submission or your likely viva date. Examiners are not required here, unless their names would be known to the recruiter and might give you some advantage.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Lower degrees – you don’t necessarily need to put down courses and dissertations for your lower degrees. It should depend on context and whether that information is going to give the recruiter an insight into extra value that you bring to the job. Usually that is not the case, but you should review each case individually.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Additional work experience – teaching and other less relevant experience is grouped here. Given the general lack of relevance of these jobs to the professional profile, bullet points are not included  but you could include one for each job if they closely match the role you are applying for.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Languages – you could use the Common European Framework levels if you know them and think they would be relevant to the reader. Put them in parentheses after each language. If language is essential to the job you are applying for, then also cover that in the letter.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
IT skills – do not list extensively any common IT packages (such as Office) but you can list more specialised technical packages such as SPSS or LaTeX if relevant, or if you need to demonstrate a requirement to pick up new IT skills quickly.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Publications, Conference and Seminar Papers, Prizes and Scholarships – these are not generally relevant to many non-academic jobs, but you may want to include relevant work if you are going into a field where evidence of your knowledge of the field would be an asset. Consider putting that information into your 'Relevant Professional Experience' instead, if it works with the information you have. You can add a line of ‘Other Information’ if there is room and it is relevant. It might include hobbies or voluntary activities, or a driving license if relevant.

LSE Careers Service
CV advice
Referees available on request – you may not want to commit to particular referees on your CV, depending on the job you are applying for. Sometimes you will have to provide this information on a separate form, and you may want predominantly non-academic referees for a non-academic job. 


